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Synopsis 
The factors influen cing beach profi le s are 
discusse d together with some of the advantages and 
limitat ions of laboratory investigations of beach 
processes . Previous evidence for the importance of 
the dimens ionless fall velocity H0 / Tw in determining 
the type of beach profile is reviewed t ogether with 
the influence of initia l profile slope upon the 
equilibri um of p r ofile form. A laborat~ry investigat ion 
of equilibrium beach profiles formed in two s ediments 
with very diffe r ent permeabil ities, 0 . 22 mm marine 
sand and 1 . 55 mm crushed coal , is described . The 
exper imental r esults presented include an e x tensiv e 
summary o f the sediment properties of each beach 
material , selected equilibrium beach profi les and 
various hydraulic and beach pro file parame ters 
i ncluding wave set - u p within the beach. The importance 
of H0 /Tw in beach p r ocesses i n confirmed and it i s 
found that the e ffects of beach permeability are 
related to t h e magnitude of t h e parameter wf/w , the 
ratio o f the fluidising ve locity of the sediment to 
the velocity of the sediment particles i n clear wate r . 
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l. INTRODUCTION 
The problems involved in the interaction between 
waves and beaches are complex and while much research has been 
undertaken in this field, it is still not yet possible to 
predict on empirical grounds, let alone theoretical grounds, 
the shape of a beach after it has been subjected to given 
wave conditions. This situation applies both in the apparently 
simple two dimensional case where waves approach t he beach 
with crests parallel to the shoreline and in the t h ree 
dimensional case where matters may be further complicated by 
offshore wave refraction and geographical features such as 
headlands, rock bars, etc, as well as man made structur e s. 
Investigation of this problem in the field involves 
an extremely complicated interacting system with many variables 
virtually none of which can be controlled. Moreover, the 
simultaneous measurements of all relevant variables over a 
s uffici e ntly large a rea is in most cases compl etely i mpossible . 
On the othe r hand , investigation in the laborator y encounte rs 
problems concerning the reproduction of a sufficient number 
of the relevan t variables in correct relationship to one 
another. Thus the laboratory i nvestigator is confronted with 
the problems of scale e ffects and o f too simplistic a represen-
tation of the phenomena . Nevertheless, it is possibl e in the 
l aboratory to i nvestigate certain aspects of b each processes 
in a systematic manner so that the general behaviour may be 
e stablished . For example, the work of Kemp and Plinston (1 968 ) 
has shown the significance of the surf zone conditions, as 
expressed in t e rms of the ratio of uprush time to wa ve period, 
in determining the interaction between breaker t ype and b each 
profile . Again, the gen e ral influe nce of the height of a sand 
dune upon the amount of shoreline recess ion during a storm h as 
been established by van der Meulen and Gourlay (19 68) , confirm-
ing what had been suspected but could not be proven from 
available field data. 
While laboratory investigations provide a mean s for 
gaining furthe r unde r standing of beach processes under controlled 
conditions , the solution of many practical coast al engineering 
problems cannot wait until complete understanding of t hese 
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processes is obtained. Consequently a second very important 
purpose of laboratory beach profile investigation s is to 
compare the behaviour of various model beach material s at 
laboratory scale with prototype conditions so that model 
scale relationships may b e established for the design of 
movable bed coastal models used in the solution of real 
engineering problems involving coastal sediment transport. 
It has been a common procedure to use lightweigh t sediments 
in such movable bed models on the assumption that, because 
these materials are more easily moved by the flow or waves in 
the model, they will reduce the influence of scale effects. 
It h a s also been long r e cognised that such mate r ials often 
give grossly distorted beach profile shapes particularly on 
the beach face and in the surf zone. The investigation 
described i n this paper began as a study of the use of 
crushed coal as a model beach material to represen t natural 
beaches of quartz sand but subsequently developed i n to a more 
ge nera l study of the processe s which de t e rmi ne the s hape o f 
b each profiles forme d in b e ach mat e rials with d i f ferent 
permeabilities. 
2. FACTORS INFLUENCING BEACH PROFILE SHAPE 
A large numbe r o f factors influe nce the shape o f 
b each profile s in n a ture . The s e ma y b e divide d into active 
factors and passive factors. The former produce t h e actions 
which mould the latter into a given profile shape. At the 
same time changes in the profile shape modify the me chanisms 
by which the a c tive forces mould the profile. The f ollowing 
a r e the more common fac t o rs i nvolv ed: 
Active factors 
waves, tides, winds, rainfall, temperature; 
duration of influence of active factors. 
Passive fac tors 
b e a c h materia l, i nitia l p rofi l e s h ape ; 
geology a nd/or o ther constraints . 
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In practice most model investigations neglect the 
effects of tides, winds and rainfall and reproduce only the 
action of waves upon various beach materials. The constraints 
of geology and/or artificial constructions are usually not 
included in tests but are r e placed by the constraints imposed 
by the model test basin. The latter at one and the same time 
may both exclude prototype three dimensional effects produced 
by nearshore oscillations and circulation systems and introduce 
spurious three dimensional effects characteristic of the model 
basin. Horeover, wave generators producing regular waves in 
shallow water also generate parasitic secondary waves which 
can affect the form of the beach profile (Hulsbergen 1974) . 
Even with the very limited number of factors normally 
considered in model tests, still further simplifications are 
generally made. Most laboratory investigations of beach 
processes have been made with regular waves of constant height 
and period. Only a few investigations have involved irregular 
and/or wind generated waves (e.g. van der Meulen and Gourlay 
1968, Kraai 1969, van de Graaff 1977 and Vellinga 1978). While 
numerous tests have been made with both quartz sand and various 
lightweight materials of different median sizes, systematic 
tests of the effects of variations in the grading and shape 
of beach sediments are very few (e.g. Collins and Chesnutt 
1975). Opinion is divided as to whether the slope (and/or 
shape) of the initial profile affects the shape of the final 
equilibrium profile although it is recognise d that it certainly 
affects the time taken to reach equilibrium. The fact that 
water temperature cannot be controlled in outdoor model basins 
and often has not been controlled in indoor ones means that 
many investigators have had difficulty in obtaining equilibrium 
profiles with fine sands whose motion relative to the fluid, 
as expressed by their fall velocity, is significantly affected 
by temperature (Chesnutt 1975) . 
3. BEACH PROCESSES AND SURF ZONE HYDRAULICS 
3.1 The Equilibrium Beach Profile 
The equilibrium beach profile is that profile shape 
which when subjected to a given wave condition dissipates and/ 
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or reflects a ll the wave energy reaching it in such a manner 
that no net transport of the beach/bottom sediment o ccurs 
anywhere along the profile. The sediment transport mechanisms 
involved in this process are complex and vary i n natur e along 
the profile. For instance offshore of the breakpoint sediment 
transport is initiated and maintained by the orbital motion 
of the waves which exerts a shear stress on the bottom material 
through the oscillatory boundary layer created by the waves. 
The process is complicated b y the development of ripp les on 
the bottom and the occurrence of complex inte ractions between 
the oscillatory flow and vortices formed in the lee of the 
rippl es. At the breakpoint relative l y l arge amounts of sediment 
may be thrown into suspension , particularly by plunging breakers, 
and the flow becomes highly aerated. High aeration and 
suspension of sediment particles may continue withi n the surf 
zone as the bore from the broken wave travels l andward. At 
the shoreline the uprush deposits its remaining sediment on 
the beach face as it percolates into the porous beach materia l 
b e fore the backwash and/or outflow from the beach face mobilises 
the sediment again. The sediment transport processes acting 
to form the equilibrium beach profile are thus complex and 
cannot be related to a single simple model. 
It has long been recognised that there are two basic 
forms of equilibrium beach profile (Figure 1) . 
* 
(i) The step profile or swell profile formed when the 
waves are of low steepness (H0 /L0 small) and/ or 
the beach material is coarse. 
(ii) The bar profile or storm profile forme d when t he 
waves are of high s t eepness (H0 / L0 l arge ) and/or 
the beach material is fine. A bar profile may 
have one or more bars depending upon the wave 
steepness and/or the beach slope.* 
The t erms summer and winter profiles have b een used to identify 
s t e p and bar profiles in much North American li terature . These 
"c limatic " descri ptions are not gene ral (e . g . the s ituation 
t e nds to be reve rsed in southern Queen s land) . Consequen tly 
the y t e nd to confuse a nd thei r use is not r e commended . 
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These two profile types generally correspond with 
the concepts of reflecting and dissipative beaches as described 
by Short (1978). Transition profiles between these two limiting 
cases may exhibit rhythmic alongshore variations such as 
crescentic bars and beach cusps. In such situations the beach 
profile varies significantly in s h ape de pending upon its 
location with respect to these r hythmic features. 
(a) STEP PROFILE 
;·~ i~~ ~:~~~~~~: .. -~;:;V"'I---------- xd 
-:~.-.~. DUNE FOOT 
--7-----==-'2~~ m.w .l. 
·>=.·::::;-.;;,::·~:_::=.-~ 
INNER BAR . 
(b) BAR PROFILE 
BREAK POINT 
FIGURE 1 Beach profile types 
3 . 2 Dime nsionless Fall Velocity H0 / Tw 
In the search for model scale laws for beach process 
modelling, increasing attention is being paid to the use of 
the dimensionless fall velocity as a scaling parameter. For 
i nstance , Saville and vlatts (196 9) and Saville (19 80 ) implicitly 
u sed t hi s p a rame t e r i n a n i nvest igation in which fine crushe d 
coal was u sed to mode l l arger s c a l e beaches forme d i n fine t o 
medium sand . Gourl ay (196 8) p r oposed the use o f t he par ame t er 
H0 /Tw for describing beach processes, pointing out t hat H0 / w 
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represented "the time taken for a sand particle to fall a 
distance equal to the wave height. If this time is large 
compared with the wave period, any material stirred up by the 
breaking waves is likely to remain in suspension a nd to move 
as suspended load. If it is of the same order of magnitude 
or less than the wave period, bed load motion will predominate". 
Thus it was suggested that not only was the parameter H0 / Tw 
important in beach processes but that a value of the order of 
unity could be critical in determining the different sediment 
transport processes which lead to different profile forms. 
An analysis by Dean (1973) implied that the magnitude of H0 / Tw 
could indicate the occurrence of onshore or offshore sediment 
motion. 
Some time earlier Iwagaki and Noda (1962 ) h ad shown 
that the occurrence of the two main profile types, step profiles 
and bar profiles, depended upon the two parameters H0 /L0 and 
H0 /d. Bar profile s occurred at relatively large values of both 
parameters and step profiles at small values . Subsequently 
Sitarz (1963) showed that the profile type depended upon the 
following parameter: 
H 
Tlg(s-l)d 
< 0.6 step profile 
> 0.6 bar profile 
with bar profiles always occurring if H0 / L0 > 0.03. This 
parameter is very similar to H/Tw since w is proportional to 
lg(s-l)d/CD where CD, the drag coefficient of the sediment 
particles, is a function of the Reynolds number (wd/v ) . 
Subsequently a number of r esear chers using data from v arious 
sources found that step a nd bar p rofiles could b e separated 
on the basis of H0 /Tw (d 5 0 ).* 
* Unless otherwise specified the value of w used to calculate 
H0 /Tw is w(d 50 ), the fall velocity of the median sediment 
size. 
e.g. Dean (1973) 
C.E.R.C. (1973) 
based upon Kohler 
and Galvin 
Gourlay (unpublished) 
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H0 / Tw 
< 
> 0.85 
< 
> 0.6 
< 1.55 > 
< 0.4 > 
to 2.0 
dependi ng upon 
H0 / d 
for fine sand 
(0 . 2 to 0. 3 nun) 
for coarse sand/ 
fine grave l (2 nun) 
In the last case the critical value of H0 / Tw decreased with 
increasing s ediment size, indicative of the possible i nfluence 
of beach p e r meability on profile shape. 
More r ecently van Hijum (1974) found that for coarse 
material wi th d 9 0 ~ 6 nun bar t y p e profile s wer e formed when 
> 
Assuming CD ~ 1.3 for coarse natural sediments (Enge lund and 
Hansen 1 97 2 ) and s = 2 . 65 this r educes to 
~ 0.48 
where w(d 90 ) is the f a ll velocity corresponding to t he d 90 size . 
I n fact the beach material wa s very uniform a nd this r e l ationship 
i s proba bly equival ent to 
< 
> 0.54 
which is the same order as that e s tabli shed for coarse material 
from the present author ' s earlie r u npublishe d anal y sis . 
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A change in profile type also implies a change in 
beach slope. Kemp and Plinston (1968 ) found that t he beach 
slope was a function of Hb/Td 1 / 2 which parameter is essen tially 
the same as that used by Sitarz. Kemp and Plinston used the 
breaker height which is a more relevant wave height than H0 
when the mechanics of the actual surf zone processes are being 
considered. For small values of Hb/ Td 11 2 the beach slope 
decreased as Hb/Td 1 / 2 increased up to a critical value, above 
which the beach slope was constant. They also found that the 
critical value of Hb/ Td 1 / 2 at which the beach slope changed 
significantly corresponded to the transition from surging/ 
collapsing bre akers to plunging bre akers which occurred when 
the relative uprush time Tu/ T, or "phase difference" of the 
uprush, was 0.7. Subsequently Nayak (1970) found that both 
the beach slope and the reflection coefficient decreased with 
increasing values of H0 / Tw. Moreover, reflection was smaller 
for coarser beach materials with the same value of H0 / Tw, 
apparently because of the increased permeability of the coarser 
materials. More recently Dalrympl e and Thompson (1976) using 
data from a number of sources found that the beach slope at 
still water level decreased with H0 / Tw for step type beach 
profiles but tended to become constant for values of H0 / Tw > 1 
when bar profiles were present. 
Considering the problem of model scale r elat ionships 
for dune erosi on during a storm s urge , van de Graaff (1977) 
and Vellinga (1978) have found that beach processes may be 
modelled using very fine sand, if H0 / Tw has the same value 
in both model and prototype. If this criterion cannot be met, 
then it is nece ssary to distort the model profile scales . 
3 .3 Initial Beach Slope 
There has been some difference of opinion as to 
whether the initial slope of the beach profile affects the 
final equilibrium profile shape. For instance Dalrymple and 
Thompson (1976) found that initial slopes from 1: 5 to 1 :10 had 
no significant e ffect upon the equilibrium shape of beaches 
formed from 0.4 rom s and. Similarly van Hijum (1974 ) found the 
same result for the same initial slope range when the beach 
material was fine gravel. Earlier Nicholson (1968) claimed a 
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similar result for 2 mm quartz sand with initial slopes from 
1:5 to 1:20. On the other hand, Chesnutt (1975) found that 
equilibrium beach profiles formed in 0.2 mm sand were affected 
by the initial profile slope when the latter was changed from 
1:10 to 1:20. Sunamura and Horikawa (1974) found that initial 
profiles of 1:10, 1:20 and 1:30 influenced the final profile shape 
formed in 0.2 and 0.7 mm sands and proposed that profiles be 
classified on the basis of whether they resulted in erosion or 
accretion of the original beach face. Recently Hattori and 
Kawamata (1980) combined this concept of eroding and accreting 
profiles with a parameter which includes both the initial beach 
slope and the fall velocity, i.e. 
< 
> 
H 
0 21T Tw tan a 
0.5 
onshore transport 
neutral (equilibrium) 
offshore transport 
It is difficult to generalise on the effect of initial 
slope upon equilibrium profiles at the present time, but it 
seems possible that initial slope does not significantly affect 
the equilibrium profile when the initial profile is steep and 
no significant wave energy is dissipated offshore of the break-
point. Under such conditions the breakers will normally be 
surging or plunging during the initial stages of profile 
development. On flat initial slopes where significant energy 
is dissipated offshore of the breakpoint and/or the breaking 
waves are spilling, it is possible that no equilibrium can be 
developed. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
4.1 Purpose of Investigation 
The purpose of the present investigation was to 
compare the equilibrium beach profiles and associated processes 
produced by different kinds of breaking waves in two beach 
materials with very different permeabilities. The experimental 
work was divided into two parts: 
(i) the determination of all relevant properties of the 
beach materials; 
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(ii) the formation of equilibrium beach profiles in a 
wave basin for each beach material for various wave 
heights at a constant wave period. 
4.2 Sediment Properties 
The two beach materials used in this investigation 
were: 
(i) a fine marine sand, d 5 0 = 0.22 mm, typical of the 
beach sands on the exposed beaches of southern 
Queensland; 
(ii) a coarse crushed coal, d 50 = 1.55 mm, with a 
similar relative particle size distribution to 
the sand. 
The sediment properties determined were of two types: 
(i) those describing the sediment itself, e.g. specific 
gravity s,size distribution, porosity £ and angle 
of repose; 
(ii) those describing hydraulic characteristics associate d 
with the sediment, e.g. fall velocity w, fluidising 
velocity wf and permeability k. 
The values of these and other prope rties of the two sedime nts 
are given in Table 1 and the particle size distributions on 
Figure 2. Specifically it should be noted that the coal is 
approximately 50 times more permeable than the sand. 
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FIGURE 2 Beach material grading curves 
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TABLE 1 
Properties of Model Beach Sediments 
Beach Haterial 
Specific gravity 
Median size d 50 
Geometric S.D. 
s 
Porosity £ - range 
- mean 
Median specific surface F 5 0 * 
Spherici t y** 
Roundness** 
Critical angle measured under 
water <jl c 
Angle of r epose measured 
under water <P r 
Fall velocity w(d 5 0 ) at 2ooc 
Fluidising velocity wf 
- range 
- at mean porosity 
Permeability k 
- range 
- at mean porosity 
wf/w(d 50 ) at mean poros ity 
w( d 5 0 ) / wf at mean porosity 
Ma rine Sand 
2.67 
0.2 2 mm 
1. 24 
0.38 to 0.45 
0.415 
14000 mm 2 /g 
0.71 to 0.93 
0.5 
29.0° 
27 mm/s 
0 .2 3 t o 0.56 
0.41 mm/s 
0.26 to 0 .64 
0 . 45 mm/ s 
0.015 
66 .7 
* Specific s urface values measured by A.l•l. Smith 
Crushed Coal 
1. 34 
1. 55 mm 
1. 27 
0 . 46 to 0. 56 
0.51 
3000 mm 2 /g 
0 . 45 t o 0.89 
0.2 
34.2° 
46 mm/s 
1. 2 to 4 .1 
2 .7 mm/ s 
7 to 38 
2 2 mm/s 
0.059 
17.0 
** Estimate d from roundness and sph e ricity images o f 
Griffi ths (1967) . 
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4.2 Beach Profile Test Details 
The beach profile t ests were made in a t wo dimensional 
wave basin 14 . 7 m long, 3.05 m wide, and 0.6 m deep equipped 
with a suspended paddle t ype wave generator. In each case the 
beach material was forme d to an initia l slope of 1 i n 13. The 
water depth offshore of the beach was ma intained constant at 
0. 368 m by means of a constant head overflow weir l ocated in a 
separate t ank connected to t he wave basin by a pipe . The 
wave period was 1.9 s for a ll tests and 8 or 1 0 tests were 
made for eac h material with deepwater wave heights v arying 
from 23 to 183 mm. The fi xed data for the t es t s i s summarised 
in Tabl e 2 . 
TABLE 2 
Fixed Data for Beach Profile Tests 
Quantity 
Distance from wave generator to 
initial still water line 
Basin width 
Offshore water depth 
Initial slope of beach 
Wave period 
Deepwater wa ve length 
Symbol 
X g 
T 
L 
0 
Value 
9 .3 m 
3 .05 m 
0 .368 m 
0.077 
(1: 1 3) 
1. 9 s 
5 . 64 m 
The meas ureme n t equipment/methods e mployed were as 
follows : 
( i ) wave he ights , including crest and trough elevati ons 
as well as mean wat e r levels - capacitance wave 
height probes and pen recorder; 
( i i) breaker and surf zone charact eristics - vi s ual 
observations a nd 1 6 mm colour movie records; 
(iii ) wave set-down and set-up - p i ez.ometers burie d in 
beach material connected to manometer well s 
equipped with point gauge; 
(iv) beach profiles - point gauges. 
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Tests were run for sufficient time to reach 
equilibrium, the test durations varying from 4 to 30 hours. 
Equilibrium '-'?as taken as being reached when the wave uprush 
limit and breakpoint location did not alter position 
significantly with time. Once the profile had reached 
equilibrium the following quantities were measured: 
(i) incident wave heights and reflection coefficient 
along 10 equally spaced lines offshore of the beach; 
(ii) wave height transformation along centre profile, 
including crest and trough elevations, from offshore 
through the surf zone to the beach; 
(iii) location, height and type of breakers; location 
of plunge point, if any; location of uprush limit 
and time of travel of broken wave from breakpoint 
to uprush limit; 
(iv) wave set-down and set-up along centre profile 
from offshore to landward of uprush limit; 
and after the wave generator was turned off: 
(v) beach profiles along 10 equally spaced lines over 
the full extent of the wave formed profile. 
In the analysis of the data, average equilibrium 
profiles were computed for each test and compared with the 
centre profile along which the hydraulic data had been observed. 
After any necessary reconciliations between these profiles, 
characteristic lengths, slopes, etc were obtained for each test. 
5. 
5.1 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Beach Profiles and Mean Water Level 
The expe rimental profiles measured along the centre 
of the wave basin together with wave heights and mean water 
levels are given for selected tests on Figure 3 (sand) and 
Figure 4 (coal). Steep reflective beaches with step type 
profiles were developed by low waves on both beach materials, 
while flat dissipative beaches with offshore bars were developed 
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with the highest waves. In both cases the s mallest waves 
produced erosion of the profile offshore of the breakpoint 
and accretion of the beach in the form of a large berm. 
Waves of intermediate height produced erosion of the offshore 
profile with accretion both on the beach and further offshore. 
Only the highest waves produced erosion of both the beach a nd 
inner surf zone and consequent deposition further offshore. The 
accreting, transition and eroding beaches generally corres-
ponded with the occurrence of surging, plunging and spilling 
breakers respectively. For both beach materials the offshore 
profile seaward of the breakpoint was steepest just before the 
breakers changed from plunging to spilling. 
Significant differences in detail were also evident 
between the profiles formed in the two different beach materials. 
All the beach profiles formed in sand had an almost constant 
beach face slope of 12° between the still water line and the 
berm crest (uprush limit) . The sand b each behaved as an 
almost impermeable s urface with both the uprush and the back-
wash flowing parallel to the beach face (Figure 5a) . Beach 
profiles i n sand showed a breakpoint bar with plunging breakers. 
In contrast the beach profiles formed in the coal were much 
smoother in shape and a bar was not formed with p l unging 
breakers. The most obvious fe a ture of the coal beach profiles 
formed by low wave heights was the very steep berm which was 
built up at the uprush limit. With surging breakers t his berm 
was very high and had a very steep face above the mean water 
level with a slope approaching 55°, the critical angle for 
stability of this beach material. On the other hand, the 
slope of the b e ach face at t he still water line was very much 
l ess than this value, i. e . of the o rder of 4° for the higher 
waves. It is quite evide nt that the permeability of the coal 
b each was v e ry important and the mechanism whereby t his l arge 
berm was built up involved the uprush percolating into the 
steep berm face, draining vertically downwards through the 
deposited material, and then e merging as the backwash at the 
base of the beach b e low the mean wate r l evel (Figure 5b) . 
Offshore of the breakpoint, the mean water l e vel 
was almost hori zontal with comparatively little wave set-down, 
particularly for the coal beach . Mean water level started to 
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rise at the plunge point and t he maximum elevation of mean 
water level (maximum wave set-up) occurred within the beach 
landward of t he uprush limit. For the spilling breakers 
occurring wi t h the largest waves, mean water level rose at 
a very flat slope between the out er and inner b reak poin ts. 
The mean water l evel g r adient inshore of the inner breakpoint 
was significantl y steeper than offshore but flatter than that 
for the lower wave heights. 
5 .2 
(aJ SAND BEACH 
FIGURE 5 
{b) COAL BEACH 
Uprush-backv:ash cycle in impermeable 
and permeable beaches 
Beach a nd Surf Zone Parameters 
The basic e xpe rimental da t a measu red just before 
the end of each test and from the profiles surveyed just 
afterwards is p resented in Appendix C. The parameters are 
breaking wave height Hb' wave r eflection r, maximum wave s e t-
u p nm ' berm crest/dune foo t height zc' surf zone widt h xd ' 
relative u p rush time or "phase diffe rence " Tu/ T and bea c h 
slope a t sti l l water line tan aswl" These parameters a re 
plotted as functions of the basic independent variable , deep-
water wave height H0 on Figure 6 . 
I n virtua lly a ll cases t he magnitudes of the various 
paramete rs are great e r fo r the i mpermeabl e sand b each t han 
for the ve ry permeable coal beach . The quanti t y wi th t h e 
l east difference is the bre aker height b ut in most other cases 
the magnitudes of the coal beach parame ters are about half 
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those of the sand beach. In most cases the breaker type is 
seen to influence the form of t he relationship. For instance 
the maximum berm height occurs when the surging breakers are 
just changing to collapsing breakers. Both plunging and 
spilling breakers dissipate more energy offshore o f the beach 
with a consequent reduction in t he wave uprush which determines 
the berm/dune foot height. The maximum wave set-u p or wave 
induced groundwater level behind the beach also v aries with 
breaker t ype but its maximum value appears to b e a ssociated 
with profile shape rather than breaker type. Both t h e surf 
zone width and maximum uprush time are different for each 
beach ma terial with surging and plunging breakers but tend to 
simi lar values with spilling b r e akers. 
As discussed earlier, the dimensionless fall velocity 
H0 /Tw is an important paramete r i n fluencing beach processes 
and beach profile shape. Its significance is shown on Figure 7 
where Hb/ H0 , nm/H0 , zc/H0 , xd/ L0 and Tu/ T are all plotted as 
function s of H0 /Tw or in actuality H0 /w since T is constant 
for these experiments. The f ollowing results are obtained: 
(i) The maximum wave set-up occurs at about H0 / Tw = 1 for 
b o t h beach materials. 
(ii) The relative wave s e t-up nm/H0 for the sand b each 
is significantly l arger than theoretical values 
for a n impe rme able pl ane beach (Gourlay 1 978) . 
(iii) Tu/ T = 0.5 when H0 / Tw = 1 and profiles for 
H0 / Tw < 1 are definitely step type profiles. 
Bar type profiles are not formed until H0 / Tw 
= 1.4 to 1 .5. 
(i v ) The relative berm h e i gh t zc/H0 has a maximum value 
for the coal beach when H0 / Tw ~ 0. 6 . 
(v) Both the relative surf zone width xd/ L0 and the 
relative uprush time Tu/ T are unique functions of 
H0 / Tw for both materials except for the highest 
spi l l i ng breakers. The shapes of these functions 
indi cate that xd/ L0 is a f unction of Tu/ T as s h own 
by Sunamura and Horikawa (1974). 
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Since the wave period was not varied in these exper-
iments, any parameter involv ing Tor L0 (= gT 2 / 2n ) has not yet 
been justified. A detailed analysis of data from other sources 
has not yet been made, but some data from earlier experiments 
on the erosion of sand dunes (Gourlay 1968, van der Heulen and 
Gourlay 1968) has been examined. This data is for 0 .22 mm san d 
very similar to that used in the present tests, wi t h one test 
with 0.15 mm sand. Wave periods varied between 1. 04 and 1.63 s 
while wave heights were such that wave steepness H0 / L0 was 
generally g reater than the largest steepness used i n the present 
tests. The only quantities conveniently available were dune 
foot he i ght (uprush limit) z c and surf zone width xd . The dune 
ero s ion t e st data is s ummarised in Appendix C. As i n dicate d on 
Figure 7c the relationship between zc/H0 for the dune erosion 
data and H0 / Tw is quite consistent with that fo r t h e present tests . 
When xd/L0 for the dun e erosion data wa s p l o tted as a 
f unction o f H0 /Tw (not shown on Figure 7d) , no clea r p icture was 
pr esente d since all the addition al data was for H0 /Tw ~ 3. which 
wa s t h e r e gion whe r e thi s parameter t e nded t o separ a t e rathe r 
than unify the data from the present tests. On the other hand, 
it was found if xd/L0 were plotted against the deepwater wave 
steepness H0 / L0 then a reasonably consistent patter n emerged 
(Figure 7f) . >Vhen H0 /L0 < 0 .03 , xd/L0 is a simple f unction of 
H0 / Tw a s s hown on Figure 7d but whe n H0 / L0 > 0.0 3 t her e are two 
possi b l e surf zone wi d t h s . Th e n a rrower s urf zone ( small xd / L0 ) 
is an extens ion o f the low wave s t eepness s a nd c urve. It a lso 
includes surf zone widths inshore of the inner breakpoint on wid e 
surf zones. Wide surf zones (large xd/L0 ) occur when significant 
deposition occurs on the level b ottom of the wa ve b asin seaward 
of the initial sand slope in t he present tests or on a horizontal 
sect ion of the o f fshore profile seawa r d of a n approx i mate l y l 
i n 10 s lope in the dune ero s ion tests. Thus there appears to 
be an effect of initial profile shape present in t h e form of 
different values of hi/L0 where hi is the depth offs hore of 
the initial plane beach or the depth of the hori zont a l section 
of the initi al p rofile in the dune erosion tests. As indicated 
on ?igure 7f the c ritical s t eepness o f 0.03 f or the i nitia tion 
of a wi de s ur f zone in the s e tests cor r e s ponds to h i / L0 = 0.0 65 . 
About h a lf t he dune erosion tests h ave v a lue s of h i/L0 = 0.0 72 
or 0.079 and those with H0 / L0 >0.04 have relatively wide surf 
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zones. On the other hand, tests with hi/L0 = 0.14 and 0.18 
lie on the narrow surf zone line wi th the former possibly on 
the point of transition to a wide surf zone at H0 / L0 ~ 0.06. 
Certainly a test with hi/L0 = 0.12 and H0 / L0 > 0 . 06 has a wide 
surf zone. 
It appears from the preceding that the initial profile 
shape as typified by the ratio hi/L0 in these tests does affect 
the shape and particularly the surf zone width of the equilibrium 
profile when waves reach a certain critical steepness , the value 
of which increases with the magni tude of hi/ L0 • Thi s effect 
is possibly a consequence of significant e nergy d issipat ion 
occurring offshore of the original breakpoint during early 
stages of tests with relatively steep large waves. As suggested 
earlier, such an effect could be expected to occur on flat 
plane beaches, but not on steep ones. Hence the above results 
tend to confirm the idea that t he initial profile shape affects 
the shape of t he equilibrium p rof i le when the former i s flat 
but not when it i s steep. 
5.3 Beach Permeability 
While it is evident t h at the parameter H0 / Tw is of 
considerable significance in representing the beach profile 
data particul arly for xd/L0 and Tu/T whe n the latter parame t e r 
i s l ess than 1 .0, i t is a l so evident from fig ure 7 that t he re 
are significan t differences between the impermeable sand beach 
and the permeab le coal beach with regard to other beach and 
surf zone parameters. These effects are almost certain ly 
related to the differences in permeability of the t wo beach 
materials . In fac t the magnitudes of these differences are 
i n most cases directly re l ated to the ratio between t he fluidising 
velocity wf and the fall velocity w as c a n b e seen i n Figure 8 
where wf/w has been introduced as a multiplier to the various 
dependent variable parameters zc/ H0 , nm/H0 , etc . With the 
exception of Figure Sa for Hb/ H0 , wher e the independent variable 
parameter H0 /Tw has been multip l ied by wf/w , a ll the other 
figure s show t hat when the d e pendent variabl e is mul t i p l ied 
by wf/w, t he da t a points for both sand and coa l beaches lie 
on the same curve when H0 /Tw > 1. Moreove r there is a tendency 
for the modified parameters t o become constant when H0 / Tw > 3. 
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The data plotted on Figure 8 shows that there is no 
qualitative di fference in beh a v i our between the two beach 
materials when H0 /Tw > 1, only a q uantitative one. On the 
other hand, when H0 /Tw < 1 there are significan t differences 
i n the n a ture of the hydr aulic processes withi n the s u rf z one, 
which is in fact confine d to the uprush-backwash c y cle, b e tween 
the impermeable sand beach and the very permeabl e coal beach . 
The nature of these differe nce s h as been already i ndicated in 
the discuss ion on beach profile s. For the sand beac h the 
hydraulic parameters involv ing Hb and nm are independ ent of 
H0 / T>v when the latter is less than l. 0 while the beach slope 
is e ssentia lly consta n t for all v a lue s of H0 / Tw. Both t h e 
modified wav e reflection coefficient r wf/ w and the modified 
surf zone similarity parameter [(tan a swl) I I H0 / L0 ] wf / w 
appear to f o llow similar trends with H0 /Tw. Unfortun ately the 
scatter of the data is too much t o compare the relationship 
b e twe en these two parameters with that obtained b y Battj e s 
(19 74 ) for a fixed p l a n e b e ach . 
Th e exact significan c e of the above results and 
particularly the ratio wf/w has not yet been worked out in 
theoretical t e rms, but it seems quite c e rtain that wf is a 
v ery important s e dime n t p roperty which d e t e rmine s t he s hape 
of b e a c h p r ofiles forme d in r elative l y l a rge l ight we igh t 
s ediments. wf has been d e scr ibe d as t h e f luidi s i ng v e l ocit y , 
that is it is the overall upward veloc ity of fl ow t h rough a 
b e d of sedimen t which just c a use s that sediment to be fluidised 
or to become unstable. It is r elated to the per meabi lity k 
by t h e r e l a tions hip 
w = k i f c 
where ic = (s-1) (1- £) is the critical hydraulic g radient at 
fluidizati on. On the othe r hand , wf may b e interpreted as the 
fall v e l oci t y o f the s e dime nt a t maximum concentrat i on of 
sedime nt parti c l es . Under s uch condi t i o n s par ticl e int e rfe r e n ce 
i s a maximum and the f a l l vel ocity i s v e r y muc h l e ss tha n t hat 
for wi d e l y separ ated p a r t i c l es i n still wate r. For sph e rica l 
particles wf / w is a constant fo r both very small and large 
particles , t he magnitude of t h i s ratio b e ing a f unction o f the 
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dimensionless particle size g 113 (s-1) 11 3 d/v 2 / 3 and the porosity 
E of the deposited sediment (Bourgeois and Grenier 1968). This 
ratio wf/w is smaller for small particles than large ones since 
the permeability and hence wf of sediments decreases both as 
the porosity decreases and as the specific surface (surface 
exposed to fluid per unit volume of solid) increases. 
6 0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
(i) The dimensionless fall velocity H0 /Tw, which represents 
the behaviour of the sediment particles stirred up by the 
breaking waves in the surf zone, is an important parameter 
influencing surf zone hydraulics and the form of the equilibrium 
beach profile inshore of the breakpoint. In particular the 
wave set-up has a maximum value when H0 /Tw = 1 and both the 
relative surf zone width xd/L0 and relative uprush time Tu/T 
are unique functions of H0 /Tw when Tu/T < 1. 
(ii) While H0 /Tw is a necessary and probably sufficient 
parameter for defining similarity conditions for model beaches 
formed in relatively impermeable sand, it is not sufficient 
for defining similarity conditions for model beaches formed 
in relatively permeable materials, particularly lightweight 
materials such as crushed coal. For permeable beacqes the 
ratio wf/w, which is the ratio of the maximum possible flow 
velocity within the deposited sediment to the maximum particle 
velocity in still water, is also important. 
(iii) Similarity of the beach profile with respect to the 
beach face and its associated hydraulics is determined by both 
H0 /Tw and wf/w as follows: 
H0 /Tw < 1 - Hydraulic conditions within the beach face are 
significantly different for impermeable and permeable beach 
materials and no similarity is possible. 
1 < H0 /Tw < 3 - both H0 /Tw and wf/w determine the similarity 
of the beach face. 
H0 /Tw > 3 - Beach face parameters become independent of H0 /Tw 
and wf/w is sufficient for similarity. 
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(iv) The shape of the initial profile does not appear to 
affect the shape of the equilibrium profile when the former is 
steep and offshore accretion is confined to the initial plane 
profile surface. If the initial slope is flat and/or offshore 
accretion occurs on the horizontal bottom of the wave basin or 
on an offshore horizontal section of the initial profile then 
either a wide or a narrow surf zone is possible. The occurrence 
of a wide surf zone depends upon the magnitude of both H0 /L0 
and hi/L0 • 
(v) The results presented in this paper concerning the 
importance of wf/w need to be extended with further experimental 
data for other beach materials including a permeable very coarse 
sand/fine gravel and a finer crushed coal. Further tests at 
various wave periods and initial profile slopes/shapes are also 
required to define the limits of the influence of H0 /Tw upon 
surf zone hydraulics and equilibrium beach profiles. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Meaning 
drag coefficient of sediment particles 
sediment particle size 
s ediment particle size of which SO% (median), 90% is f iner 
specif i c surface of sediment 
g r avitational acceleration 
water depth 
depth offshore of initial plane beach in beach profile tests, 
or depth of horizonta l sect i on of initial profile in dune 
e r osion t es t s. 
wave height 
breaking wave height 
deepwa t er wave height 
incident wave height in water depth hi 
r eflect ed wave he i gh t in wate r depth hi 
critical hydraulic gradient for fluidization of sediment 
permeability of sediment 
wave length 
deep water wave length 
r e flec tion coeffic i ent (= Hr / Hi) 
specific gravity of sed i ment particles 
wave period 
time of trave l of broken wave fr om breakpoint t o uprush limit 
fall velocity of sediment par ticle i n still water 
fa l l velocity of medi an sediment particle s i ze i n still wate r 
fluidising velocity, or fall velocity of sediment particles 
a t maximum concentration 
horizon tal distance in d irection normal t o beach 
surf zone width, or dissipation distance 
distance from wave gener ator to i nitial still wat er l i ne 
hor izontal dis tance in direc tion parallel to beach 
z 
z 
c 
a. 
n 
n 
m 
v 
0 g 
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basin width 
ver tical distance measured upwards from still water level 
height of berm cres t or dune f oot 
beach slope angle 
initial beach slope angle 
beach slope angle a t still water line 
por osity of sediment 
wave set-up or set-down, i. e. difference b e tween mean water 
level and still water level 
maximum wave set-up, or wave- induced groundwater level behind 
beach 
kinematic viscosity of fluid 
geome tric standard deviation of sediment particle size distribution 
(=~ 
critical stable angle of sediment 
angle of repose of sediment 
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APPENDIX c - EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
TABLE 3 
Ex12er i menta l Da t a f rom Beach Profil e Tests 
(a) Marine sand ds o = 0.22 mm s = 2. 67 
H 
'1, 
Breaker Water 
xd z nm tan a swl Type* Temp. 0 c 
mm mm mm mm mm DC 
29 56 550 99 47 o. 20 Su 18 .7 
34 64 650 109 56 0 .22 Su 15. 0 
46 87 870 130 74 0.23 Su/Col 18 0 1 
so 99 1050 126 85 0.22 Su/Col 20.9 
61 101 1250 106 82 0.22 Pl 21.1 
69 112 1320 119 68 0. 20 Pl 20 . 9 
87 114 1480 117 70 0.22 Pl 21.7 
108 133 1900 117 70 0.19 Pl 23.7 
148 170 2400 119 68 0 . 18 Pl 23 .6 
183 203 8400) 118 72 0. 20 Sp 22.1 
2400) 
(b) Coarse crushed coal d so l. 55 mm s = l. 34 
H Hb tan a 
Br ea ker Water 
xd z n swl Type* Temp. 0 c m 
mm mm mm mm mm DC 
23 40 160 37 2. 4 0.40 Su 24 
40 52 400 87 7.9 0. 16 Su 19 . 6 
48 63 500 110 9 .6 0.1 3 Su 19 
61 74 690 64 21.2 0. 24 Pl 28 
70 93 750 76 28 . 0 0.12 Pl 18 . 5 
92 107 1000 86 35.1 0 . 08 Pl 23 . 5 
117 131 2250 55 32 .6 0 . 08 Pl/Sp 24.5 
173 191 7560) 51 32.0 0.06 Sp 24 
2860) 
,, Su surging 
Col col l aps ing 
Pl plunging 
Sp spilling 
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TABLE 4 
Dimen s i onless Parameters for Beach Profile Tests 
(a) Mar i ne sand dso = 0 . 22 mm s = 2.67 
H H I\ H xd T z ii 0 0 r u c m 
1 Tw r =-H H . L T H H 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0.0051 0. 565 1. 93 0.26 0 . 098 0.37 3.41 1. 62 
0.0060 0.663 1.88 0.27 0 . 115 0.38 3 . 21 1.65 
0.0082 0.897 1. 91 0.19 0.154 0.50 2.83 1. 61 
0.0089 0.97 5 1. 98 0.18 0.186 0.46 2 . 52 1. 70 
0 .0108 1.189 1.66 0.16 0 . 222 0.67 1. 74 1. 34 
0 . 0122 1.345 1. 62 0.20 0 . 234 0 . 69 1. 72 0 . 99 
0.0154 1.696 1.31 0 .16 0 . 263 0.72 1. 34 0.81 
0. 0192 2 .105 1. 24 0 . 16 0 . 337 0.90 1. 08 0.65 
0 .0263 2.885 1.14 0.15 0.426 1. 15 0.80 0.46 
0.0325 3.567 1.11 0.13 1. 490) 2. 94) 0.64 0.39 
0.426) 1. 41) 
(b) Coar se c r ushed coal d 50 1.5 mm s = 1.34 
H H I\ H xd T z nm 0 0 r u c r =-L Tw H H . L T H H 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 . 0041 0.263 1. 74 0.29 0.028 0.07 1. 61 0.10 
0 . 0071 0.458 1.30 0.26 0 .071 0.22 2.18 0.20 
0 . 0085 0.549 1. 31 0.18 0 . 089 0.26 2 . 29 0.20 
0 . 0109 0.698 1. 21 0.075 0.122 0.44 1. 05 0. 35 
0 . 0125 0.801 1.33 0.13 0.1 33 0.46 1.09 0 . 39 
0 . 01 63 1 .053 1.16 0 . 11 0.177 0 . 51 0. 93 0 . 38 
0.0208 1.339 1.12 0.05 0 . 399 0.64 0 . 47 0 .28 
0 . 0308 1. 979 1. 10 0.033 1. 342) 3 . 20) 0.29 0.1 9 
0 .508) 1. 59) 
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TABLE 5 
Exrerimental Data from Dune Erosion Tests 
(Gourlay 1968) 
d so w(dso) h. T H ::'d z tan Cl. swl 1 0 c 
mm mm/s mm s mm mm mm 
0.22 23 300 1.04 98 1530 42 0.17 
1.16 134 2770 49 0 . 19 
l. 29 182 5690) 64 0.18 
4030) 
1.56 107 2430 65 0.17 
1.56 154 2480 55 0.10 
l. 56 178 68 10 
1.63 176 6780) 82 0.19 
3480) 
1.63 195 7710 85 0 . 20 
l. 63 195 88 0.19 
0.15 13 300 1.56 203 7130 62 0.11 
Notes: (i) Fal l veloci t y w(d 5 0 ) is estima t ed from gr aph for natural 
sediments derived from data given by Engelund and Hansen (1972). 
Temperature is assumed to be 10 to 13°C. 
(ii) h . is the depth above a horizontal offshore portion of the 
iAitial profile . The depth in front of the wave generator was 
approximately 500 mm. 
-0,6 
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TABLE 6 
Dimensionless Parameters for Dune Erosion Tests 
(Gourlay 1968) 
h. H H xd z l 0 0 c 
L Tw L L H 
0 0 0 0 
0.178 4 . 10 0.058 0.903 0.429 
0.143 5.02 0.064 l. 319 0.366 
0.115 6.13 0.070 2. 191) 0.352 
l. 550) 
0 . 079 2.98 0 . 028 0.640 0.607 
0.079 4 . 29 0 . 041 0.653 0 . 357 
0.079 4.96 0.047 1.793 
0.072 4.70 0.042 1.633) 0.466 
0 . 839) 
0.072 5.21 0.047 1.858 0.436 
0.072 5.21 0.047 0.451 
0.079 10.00 0 . 053 1. 876 0.305 
12 
FIGURE 9 Initial profi l e - dune 
e r osion t ests 
s.w.l. 
14- 16 
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